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ZeroDown® Software and Triangulate 
announce agreement to deliver business 
assurance with high availability cloud solutions 
in EMEA 
ZeroDown® Software today announced an agreement with 
Triangulate Distribution Ltd., to deliver and support cloud-enabled 
high availability solutions in Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 
The integration of ZeroDown’s Always Available™ software into 
Triangulate’s cloud consultancy services will provide business 
assurance for customers who are seeking to deploy applications 
to private, hybrid, and public cloud infrastructures such as 
Microsoft Azure, Azure Stack, AWS, Oracle, and more.  

ZeroDown Software’s patented high availability architecture empowers organizations of any 
size to move their applications to hybrid and multi-cloud environments with zero downtime. 
By enabling active-active availability across multiple sites or zones, ZeroDown’s solution 
cuts downtime to zero while keeping workloads available and transaction-complete before, 
during and after migration. This adds an essential safety net to customers’ cloud journeys, 
eliminating risks such as single points of failure and data loss. In the event of an outage, the 
user’s session automatically moves to a mirrored active instance with full transaction 
integrity, providing unique failover or fallback capabilities for app migration and beyond. 

Triangulate is an EMEA distributor of products and services that significantly reduce the 
cost and increase the speed of application and device migration to either Windows 10, 
Azure, Azure Stack, AWS, Google, Alibaba or other public/hybrid clouds.   

“We are delighted to announce the integration of ZeroDown Software’s high availability 
solution into Triangulate’s core set of cloud solutions to bring business assurance to the 
EMEA marketplace,” said Alan Gin, ZeroDown Software co-founder, and CEO. 
“Triangulate’s technical expertise with on-prem deployments, alongside their close 
relationships with market leading Cloud providers such as Microsoft, makes them a great fit 
to distribute and provide level one technical support for our HA solution across the region.” 

 

 



“The partnership with ZeroDown® adds unique high availability capabilities to our 
specialties in migrating applications, legacy applications, and server workloads to the 
cloud.” said Lee Murray, CEO and Founder, Triangulate Distribution. “The HA solution will 
enable our partners (CSPs, Systems Integrators and ISVs) to accelerate enterprise 
application cloud adoption. With this announcement, we look forward to customers taking 
full advantage of a safe and reliable pathway to hybrid cloud.” 

About ZERODOWN® Software  
ZERODOWN® Software provides businesses with continuous access to their company 
data via their Business Continuity as a Service™ solutions and Always Available™ 
architecture, protecting applications, and transactions in the event of network interruptions 
that would generally cripple the enterprise. For further information, please visit 
www.zerodownsoftware.com. 
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About Triangulate 
Triangulate Distribution Ltd is a market leading specialist software distributor and 
consultancy. The company delivers state of the art, next generation, software defined, 
hyper-converged cloud solutions. To learn more, visit www.triangulateit.com. 
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